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1. Introduction 

One of the main objectives of the ATTPS project is to create awareness for adoption of 

trustworthy ICT at industry, institutes, and governments across member states. For this, 

consumer and industry needs have to be identified through: 

 Cross sector and multidisciplinary public debates, 

 Using insights of TDL members, such as the Norwegian consumer council, and 

 Applying usability lab & living lab methods. 

ATTPS has been initiated to empower the TDL community [1] and other stakeholders 

starting together and realizing the trust paradigm shift. 

Considering the relative lack of deployed solutions for trustworthy ICT, this document 

mainly focusses on giving recommendations to Industry, SMEs, and End-Users. By applying 

these recommendations, we intend to support and speed up the implementation of 

national roll-out of proven and usable trustworthy ICT solutions. The ATTPS project is not 

aiming on providing yet another study on how trustworthy ICT can be rolled out, but more 

give a hands-on document with clear recommendations on specific user and stakeholder 

needs.  

This document starts with a short outlook to the TDL vision on recommendations to 

stakeholders, followed in section 3 with an analysis of the interest of different 

stakeholders. Section 4 gives first recommendations, based on the TDL recommendations 

to NIS. Section 5 illustrates why we recommend the usage of the ATTPS Generic Trust 

Architecture, offering a huge set of flexible security components for a wide range of 

potential users. Section 6 explains how a subset of our recommendations are already 

applied in TDL Sprints, followed by section 7, explaining how recommendations can be 

applied by using the TDL / ATTPS Generic Trust Architecture Center (GTAC). The document 
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is concluded with section 8, summarizing main content of the document with an outlook to 

our next steps in the near future.  

2. TDL Vision 

The TDL’s vision statement reads as follows: 

Our vision is a vibrant digital Europe that benefits both business 

and citizens and that all have reason to trust. 

Whereas the TDL’s mission statement reads as follows: 

TDL’s mission is to create a trusted ecosystem that protects 

data and assets of citizens and enterprises through which 

industry can provide innovative and trustworthy ICT products 

and solutions across Europe. 

The TDL community is open for all parties willing to exchange knowledge and experience, 

and sharing customer and market insights and commitments, for joint research and cross 

sector development trajectories. The ambition is to develop a well-balanced community 

with contribution of leading edge industry parties, knowledge institutes, law firms, user 

groups, trade associations, policy makers and local governments. Participants of the TDL 

community can: 

 Influence the European state-of-the-art vision on Trust in Digital Life. 

 Share and enrich their knowledge and insights on law, markets, and technology 

with complementary leading edge industry parties, knowledge institutes, and policy 

makers. 

 Create promising opportunities for public-private research projects in European 

framework programs. 
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 Identify themselves with high quality content and papers. 

 Help validate and improve their (business) strategy. 

The view of TDL with regards to research priorities is driven by an observed erosion of 

trust, caused by both opportunistic and organized cybercrime with increasing impact and 

frequency. Additionally, privacy threats to society and citizens with numerous incidents and 

breaches of trust and privacy are continuously rising.  

These worrying facts lead, however, to an increased awareness of security and privacy 

topics, as reflected, for instance, in European initiatives for directives targeting security and 

privacy. Paradoxically, at the same time, the online behaviour of people is less risk-aware 

than in the physical world.  

Therefore, research priorities should address the establishment of trustworthy ICT1 

solutions from a technical, economic and societal perspective, with the concepts, 

methodologies and technologies being able to adapt to the rapid changes in ICT solutions 

and business models encountered in the recent past and continuing in the future.  

3. Interests and Priorities of Different Stakeholders 

This section focusses on the priorities of each different stakeholder. It gives a “big picture” 

of the current situation and combines security interests with business value of each 

involved entity. Examples of solutions, such as Strong Authentication, Container-Enhanced-

Security-Architectures or 2-Factor-Authentication are given to illustrate the requirements 

of different stakeholders. 

                                                      

1 In accordance with the EC’s definition [3], trustworthy ICT provides security, privacy and trust in 

major information and communications technological areas, for example: cloud computing, mobile 

services and the management of cyber incidents, amongst others. 
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Since there are multiple different types of potential stakeholders, the following sections 

summarize their particular main priorities and interests. 

3.1 Large Industry 

Large enterprises deliver products and solutions driven by standards and within projects 

that often bring several partners together to assemble complex use cases. Beyond being 

technology providers, large enterprises constantly need to monitor state of the art 

methodologies within their markets and eco-system.   

TDL brings insights about convergent trends for design-for-privacy and trust.  Large 

enterprises can test their solutions and receive immediate feedback about their 

compliances with the generally approved trust architecture.  

There are plenty of situations where large enterprises can position themselves within large 

solutions eco-system.  TDL is less formal than standard bodies for open discussions and 

evaluations of various technologies. TDL members and their activities in working groups 

demonstrated the richness and diversity of technical solutions for all aspects of digital 

security, privacy and trust. Consortiums like TDL provide large enterprises a very unique 

opportunity to engage with stakeholders such as academic, enriching their offering both on 

technical issues but also on marketing issues such as identifying pertinent value 

propositions.  

Moreover, TDL also brings a user prospective that large enterprises, especially with 

Business-to-business models, often lacking in their products and services strategy. 

Last but not least, interests and priorities at large industry level are stated in TDL SRA and 

were revisited in the context of the work performed by TDL in 2015 to deliver to Network 

and Information Security (NIS) platform [13] some concrete recommendations from 

Industry for what concerns NIS Strategic Research and Innovation Agenda (SRIA) on Secure 

ICT.  
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These recommendations fully detailed in the next section (see Section 4) clearly show 

commitment of the Large Industry to not only support objectives of the Cybersecurity 

Strategy [14] and the NIS directive [15] but also and probably most importantly support 

their implementations. As such large industry ambition the research and development of 

enabling tools and techniques to make this happen but also to team with interesting and 

interested SMEs to maximize business impact from both sides.  

Finally, large industry also aims at empowering end-users and delivering them with very 

new and innovative services they can trust (e.g. certified trustworthy services) to favour full 

release/uptake of digital economy this in the context of the single digital market to happen. 

3.2 Small Industry 

Small and mid-size enterprises lack the resources that large enterprises have to be part of 

standard bodies and think tanks where best practices are discussed and defined.  Small 

enterprises need tools to anticipate industry trends and future standards directions to 

make sure the products and services they develop with comply with the markets demands.  

In the field of Security, Privacy and Trust, TDL is a perfect arena for small enterprises to 

engage into discussions with larger stakeholders. They can both bring their technical 

contributions, but also benefits from verified trends and architecture proposals.  That limits 

their risk to engage into wrong technical paths – wrong by the mean to leading them to a 

product or services than would not comply with standards in the future.  

Within TDL, there is no hierarchy in technical discussions between small and large 

enterprises.  But clearly small enterprises have more to learn about all other TDL members, 

especially the large ones, through their engagement with standard bodies.   

It is a win-win situation between all stakeholders of all sizes because small enterprises can 

bring more “technology agility” while larger organizations can bring market feedback and 

regulations considerations.  
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In that context, the role of Academics is also very important as their contributions can 

challenge market considerations and force the consortium community to integrate societal 

dimensions into its ways to approach the eco-system.  

3.3 End-User 

TDL and ATTPS are aiming at promoting End-Users-centric ICT solutions to gain significant 

adoption rates by improving privacy and trust. Therefore in addition to best practices and 

architectural considerations, TDL is constantly trying to test its ICT propositions impact on 

consumers.   

End-User adoption and behaviours for a given use case provide direct inputs to the Generic 

Trust Architecture (GTA). Unlike technology where benefits can be projected within a 

business model, only tests can measure end-users acceptance and adoption rate.    

Also, on a communication stand point, whenever a consumer wants to get informed about 

digital security, privacy and trust, the voice of a consortium, acting as one voice from a 

wide variety of stakeholders, can be securing compared with individuals stakeholders 

communicating on security. There is more incentive for people to adopt new digital 

services if large entities like TDL encourage it, rather than pushes for individual brands.  

4. TDL / ATTPS Recommendations for Stakeholders 

The recommendations for NIS Platform provided by TDL [4] do also apply to ATTPS and, 

therefore, were embraced in this project. Such recommendations are focused on four 

areas, in no particular order: 

 Economics of Trustworthy ICT; 

 Assurance; 

 Privacy; 
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 Compliance to new regulations. 

The identification of those areas is a result of discussions among the TDL membership 

(kicked off at a workshop held on the September 2014 TDL meeting) and several other 

stakeholders. Such four areas are highlighted due to the fact that they correspond to 

research areas of shared interest and priority, on which TDL has been active and remains 

active (see TDL SRA [5]).  

Each of them is hereafter considered in the light of what has been covered and a rationale 

for further coverage required. 

In the following sections, details are given on each of the recommendations, highlighting 

some of the research priorities perceived from the TDL perspective as an industry-driven 

research initiative. 

4.1 Economics of Trustworthy ICT 

Trustworthy ICT needs to be affordable in order to reach each and every stakeholder 

benefiting from its numerous advantages. Otherwise, we risk leaving certain stakeholders 

unprotected, who might have decided to opt for usability and cost-efficiency vs actual 

security. 

 

 

R1. TDL recommends emphasis on investigation into the economics context, 
together with research that focuses on cost and benefit aspects of trustworthy 
ICT as well as market conditions and dependencies. Multidisciplinary research 
is essential including stakeholders from technology, economists, sociologists, 
computer scientists, etc.  
 

Overall TDL recommends that the EC should work directly with the Member 

States and Associated Countries to come up with new / sound business models 

for trustworthy ICT in the EU. 
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TDL acknowledges the critical role of economic factors in the provision of trustworthy ICT: 

technology solutions need to translate into business for providers of trustworthy ICT. That 

security and privacy have been identified as business and societal priorities alone does not 

suffice. Industry is responsible for deploying trustworthy infrastructures and solutions, and 

the provision of such products and services will only be successful if there are incentives for 

businesses and the customers. Currently, such incentives do not exist. For instance, the 

business value derived from additionally gathered data for marketing purposes exceeds 

gains that can be made out of privacy friendly services. This provides no incentives for data 

providers to follow the principle of data minimization beyond the required minimum 

necessary for compliance. Penalties for non-compliance in several cases are calculated as 

low or medium impact risk factors. 

TDL has introduced the concept of business value of trust to better understand the 

relations between the impact of incidents, the transparency of incidents and the 

willingness of consumers and vendors to invest into trustworthy ICT. This concept helps to 

investigate the requirements for a trust paradigm shift, addressing the challenge of 

increasing the net customer value of trustworthy ICT solutions and, hence, their adoption 

rate. In addition to positive effects by laws and regulations, this can be achieved by actions 

that decrease the costs of development and maintenance of trustworthy ICT2, thereby 

increasing the perceived need for trustworthy solutions and the preparedness to pay for it. 

Paying does not automatically imply that ICT will become trustworthy. 

A critical part of this trust paradigm shift will be in a transition to a business and technical 

environment where the economic benefits of protecting the assets, in particular, the 

                                                      

2 Such actions may include, for instance, the adoption of technical innovations 

increasing the degree of automation of secure development, security monitoring tools, 

low-cost certification schemes, and more 
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situation where the benefits from protection of the data of citizens and enterprises, 

exceeds the benefits from exploiting the assets and data. In this environment, businesses 

and customers will be automatically informed how their data are stored and processed, the 

security measures the data processor implemented and they will decide if they allow using 

their data for marketing purposes and they can set the price for this use.  

Therefore, TDL recommends research on the economic and technical solutions needed to 

enable this transition. The research would need to involve economists, sociologists and 

psychologists in addition to security and privacy researchers. In the future, it should 

become a net business risk to not provide trustworthy solutions. In relation to the 

economics of trustworthy ICT, TDL sees a need to increase the investment in research 

related to: 

 Trust as an economic factor. Trust is fundamental to the economy, where exchange 

of goods and services are separated in space and time. One can frequently hear the 

sound statements like „The currency of new Economy is trust” or „We are entering 

the trust economy”. Indeed, at the starting point of the future internet era, 

economists and ordinary people have to understand the value of trust not only on a 

conceptual level but on the level of everyday practice. Understanding the economic, 

societal and psychological aspects of trust in the internet economy helps companies 

in design and implementation of trusted ICT systems. Industry focuses on security, 

but security is not equivalent to trust. Market value of an ICT product or service is 

basically determined by the perceived trust of the customers rather than the 

measurable technical security. The proposed research should aim at understanding 

the security – trust transition and its use in the product design and marketing.   

 Economic value of personal data.  Social networks, search engines and many other 

ICT service providers have built and implemented very successful business models 

on the exploitation of user’s personal data, as demographic data, geolocation, 

interests, buying habits etc. They provide free services in exchange for personal 
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data.  The question arises if this exchange determines the economic value of 

personal data, and if the answer is yes, what is the value of our data? Knowing the 

value of one’s personal data and the quality and quantity of services used in 

exchange helps making informed decisions about trusting or distrusting the service.  

 Distributed trust. We have learned from the evolution of the Bitcoin type of 

cryptocurrencies that if a sufficient number of anonymous members in a network 

guarantees the validity of a transaction or statement, it builds up a trust equivalent 

to the trust generated by traditional institutions, e.g. banks.  Even large banks 

consider the use of the “blockchain” technology for general ledgers, as an 

equivalent to the centralized ledgers. In the era of future internet and shared 

economy, a few traditionally trusted institutions will not be relevant, and the only 

replacement might be distributed trust, or “trust by the crowd”. The research 

should aim at the development and implementation of ICT technologies of 

distributed trust. 

4.2 Assurance 

A real and reliable trustworthy ICT will never become a reality in the absence of 

appropriate assurance guarantees. 
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TDL supports the emphasis on assurance that has been expressed by all Area of Interest 

viewpoints in the draft version of the NIS Platform SRA [6]. At the end, it is not sufficient to 

provide trustworthy products and services, if the level of trustworthiness cannot be 

demonstrated to and assessed by the users and consumers. TDL recommends an increase 

of the investment in research related to: 

 Cost-effective approaches to assurance, including all different flavours reaching 

from security and privacy by design to certification schemes and allowing the user 

to make informed decisions based on risk assessment. Beyond the development of 

novel and effective assurance methods and technologies, multi-disciplinary 

research on their dependencies, the user’s perceptions and the economic context 

is encouraged, involving all of the relevant stakeholders. 

“Cost-effective” means that the effort that is spent to demonstrate security and 

privacy qualities of a software or a service is adequate with respect to the 

protection needs and the risk in the given system context. Hence, a prerequisite to 

achieve cost-effectiveness is the understanding of the related security and privacy 

requirements as well as a quantified statement on the respective risks. This 

R2. TDL strongly supports the NIS SRA emphasis, expressed by all Areas of 
Interests (AoIs), on assurance and recommends a focus on cost-effective 
approaches to assurance, including all different flavors reaching from security 
and privacy by design to certification schemes and informed user decisions 
based on risk assessment.  
 

Overall focus should be put on cost reduction and risk reduction for all 

stakeholders, not only to assurance but to security in general, including 

legislation: having a “security framework” in place that balances the trade-off 

between cost and risk reduction. When it comes to liability (assets value, 

guarantee digital evidence value) assurance has also to be put in relation to 

Economics of Trustworthy ICT (see R1). 
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foundation of a security engineering discipline is currently insufficiently 

developed, as they have only focused on technical aspects rather than business 

considerations. New approaches to security requirements engineering, security 

metrics and risk assessment schemes based on the latter are needed.  

 Security and privacy by design, including all methods, techniques and tools that 

aim at enforcing security and privacy properties on software and system level and 

providing guarantees for the validity of these properties has the greatest potential 

to provide assurance at adequate costs: it is common understanding that 

investments in security in the early phases of development pays off. Empirical 

research to back this understanding by providing hard figures, together with 

approaches that allow a smooth migration of legacy systems are key to establish 

“by design” methodologies. TDL recommends a focus on software security and 

privacy friendly design, since those are addressing today’s most important concerns 

and sources of vulnerabilities. 

 Certification schemes – including both product and process certification – have 

been shown as a meaningful approach to security and privacy assurance, in 

particular, being recognised by users as an assurance means. However, many of the 

schemes suffer from a trade-off between the expressiveness of the certificate and 

the effort required to achieve a certificate. Hence, investigations into cost-effective 

schemes (for both suppliers and consumers of systems and services) can boost the 

value and proliferation of certification schemes. 

In summary, TDL recommends to further invest in research related to cost-effective 

approaches to assurance; TDL also encourages multidisciplinary research on dependencies 

of the novel and effective assurance methods and technologies developed as well as the 

user’s renderings and perceptions also in the economic context.  
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4.3 Privacy 

One of the principal perceptions amongst different stakeholders regarding lack of 

trustworthy ICT has to do with the concept of privacy. In order to catalyse the wide 

adoption of trustworthy ICT, one of the keystones paving the path definitely consists of 

endowing such ICT with privacy-preserving properties. 

 

To establish trust in digital life, protecting the privacy of citizens is an essential ingredient. 

Many research results for privacy friendly and privacy enhancing technologies have been 

delivered; however, their translation into innovative products and services that support a 

viable business model is still in its infancy. Key questions mentioned in the NIS Platform 

draft SRA [6], including cost effectiveness and simplicity, usability, relation to security 

aspects, and interoperability still need to be solved. TDL supports an emphasis on 

investments in research relating to these priorities, in particular, since recent technology 

and business developments, including cloud computing and Big Data, are on their way to 

dominate the market, raising additional privacy concerns. As a recurring theme, multi-

disciplinary research, including economic, psychological, legal, and societal aspects, is 

required to gain deeper insights into the mechanisms and incentives for enabling privacy 

friendly technologies to become a viable business case for Europe and beyond. 

Therefore, in complement with priorities shared by NIS on the Privacy topic, TDL 

recommends to invest on research related to new privacy concerns resulting from new 

business developments (e.g. Cloud computing, Big Data) and also calls for multi-disciplinary 

R3. TDL supports an emphasis on investments in research relating to privacy of 

citizens, in particular, how the privacy friendly and privacy enhancing 

technologies can translate into and support viable business models of the 

future. 
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research to gain insights and be more successful on the creation of a viable business out of 

the privacy friendly / enhancing preserving technologies to date and in the future. 

In relation to privacy, TDL sees a need to increase the investment in research related to:  

 Challenges in Privacy Engineering. A key open challenge is how to integrate PETs 

(Privacy Enhancing Technologies) [7], established and custom, into an overall 

process of secure software development to ensure they meaningfully contribute to 

the protection of users. A key research challenge involves the design of PETs that 

are easier to compose and integrate into designs, and PETs that are more usable for 

designers, engineers and end-users. 

 Location privacy. The widespread adoption of mobile devices and the richness of 

location data have raised concerns with respect to location privacy [8]. Designing 

mechanisms and location-based services that effectively prevent the unwanted 

disclosure of location data remains an open challenge. One of the difficulties of 

finding effective location privacy solutions lies in the trade-offs between utility and 

privacy inherent in many mobile applications, in which location information is used 

to customize content (e.g. nearest points of interest). More research is also needed 

to enable anonymous access to services or the web from mobile devices. 

 Privacy-preserving cryptographic protocols. Engineering encryption systems that 

hide meta-data, such as the timing and volume of communications, the end-point 

identities, etc., is still an open problem [9]. More research is needed on how to co-

design the services and encryption channels to hide important meta-data with the 

minimum amount of additional traffic or delay. 

 Dynamic Privacy: Need to move from actual model of static privacy and security to 

a user centric dynamic vision of securities and privacies with offering different level 

of privacy and security based on the context, where concepts like circles of trust will 

affect the way trust is managed. What will be needed is a dynamic negotiation of 
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the capabilities and policies that will be applied to the communications within 

different trust zones [10].  

 Privacy preserving techniques. It is important to investigate into better integration 

of claim based authentication infrastructures, access control and policy based 

solutions in order to empower users with control on how their data is disclosed and 

incorporate data minimization solutions as default.  

 Security, privacy and trust in 5G and advanced networking paradigms like SDN, 

data centric networking, etc. These paradigms represent a new approach to data 

exchange and data sharing that needs to adapt the security and privacy framework 

to take into account new requirements like group communications and distributed 

access control policies.  

4.4 Compliance to new regulations 

Trustworthy ICT that does not comply with the most recent regulations will simply not be 

adopted by a significant number of stakeholders. 

 

Most of the research recommendations below are based on extensive work performed by 

TDL on regulations – more specifically, on the e.IDAS regulation on electronic identification 

and trust services for electronic transactions in the internal market [11], a regulation 

adopted on 23 July 2014 and becoming effective on 1 July 2016.  

R4. TDL recommends to investigate in the upcoming EU directives (e.IDAS, Data 

Protection, NIS), and advance technologies, standards methods and processes 

in order to provide practical (actionable) and interoperable (ICT) solutions on 

which to leverage, and which can be certified as compliant with these new 

legislations. 
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A common characteristic of the new regulations (e.IDAS/Regulation of exchanges, Data 

Protection/Privacy and future Directive NIS/Risk Management) is the transfer of 

performance obligations. For instance, e.IDAS shifts responsibility for material proof from 

individuals and their subcontractors to online trust service providers. These trust providers 

are now responsible for jointly establishing electronic proof, under the control of a 

validation and legal certification authority, on behalf of individuals and their clients. 

The new trustworthy architecture of security, privacy and probative value (evidence value) 

dedicated to all transactions, payments and correspondence mailing on line has also to be 

compliant with instantaneous interoperability and resilience IS0 27006-35 (correspondence 

banking & correspondence mailing issues). 

While e.IDAS is focusing on online trust and the NIS directive is focusing on Cybersecurity, 

the overall objective remains comparable: ensure that the ICT system at hands – typically 

of complex socio-technical nature – is indeed compliant/conformant with the 

legislation(s)/regulation(s) that apply(ies). This needs to be done in an auditable and 

certifiable way. This calls for a number of capabilities (also practicalities) to be enabled 

through advancement of research and technology, mainly in the area of compliance (live-

cycle) management (although not uniquely) for regulations/legislations to be supported 

through proper tooling and processes leading to operational solutions. For what concerns 

compliance with legislations/regulations, TDL recommends to invest in the following areas: 

 Research on the economics of compliance to get a better understanding of the 

economic drivers including the costs of non-compliance (also its root-causes), 

 Research on “ICT actionable” legislation/regulation to encourage a new 

engineering approach to legislation and/or regulation in order to make them 

actionable from an ICT perspective. Co-engineering would be here key to achieve, 
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 Research on compliance management including developing a better understanding 

of the full life cycle for compliance management as well as the enabling tools 

and/or techniques at each of the steps (from design to deployment going through 

development and certification). Challenges may range here from qualification of all 

mandated stakeholders together with their interfaces (especially with respect to 

validation instances that apply) to implementation of user and root user control 

policies, their enforcement through conforming management and control functions, 

the detection and resolution of compliance conflicts, liability management, 

accountability, creation of documentary certification schemes for all 

correspondence and more.  

 Research on drivers for compliance solutions adoption. This includes research on 

standards advancement  to ensure interoperability of the compliance solutions but 

also compatibility with existing offer  (e.g. service in SaaS mode from ERP vendors) 

In summary, what is at stake here is the co-engineering of practical solutions (i.e. simple 

and low-cost solutions that still maintain compliance), their enablement through research 

and technology advancement and the ease of their adoption. 

4.5 User experience and awareness 

Based on the lessons learnt from the activities described on “Deliverable 2.2: User 

Experience” [12], we present next some recommendations to stakeholders regarding user 

experience and awareness: 

1. Usability and User experience: Additionally to usability engineering methods, 

methods from user experience should be deployed in the domain of trustworthy 

ICT. Further research is needed to determine whether improved user experience of 

trustworthy ICT products can advance the trust paradigm shift.  
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2. Visibility of trustworthiness and unmerited trust: It needs to be ensured that 

trustworthy ICT and the perception of trust are in line. The generic trust 

architecture defined components of a trustworthy system and is a first step towards 

this goal. A method for informing the user of the use of trustworthy components 

within products could be a “trust seal” for products and services which deploy 

trustworthy ICT component. Designing such a “trust seal” which can be easily 

understood by the end-users is a complex matter. Stakeholder discussions and user 

studies are needed to develop design ideas and to test those ideas in the field. 

3. Awareness: It is desirable that trustworthy ICT can be easily used by users of 

different knowledge levels. In any case awareness that trustworthy ICT solutions are 

on the market is a prerequisite for adoption. Regarding the awareness raising, 

distinctions should be made between raising awareness on threats which can be 

mitigated through trustworthy ICT and awareness on trustworthy ICT and its 

deployment. Whereas threat awareness might rather increase privacy and/or 

security concern, awareness and education on trustworthy ICT and its deployment 

empower the users to take actions. Therefore, the focus of awareness raising 

should target both issues. 

4. Long-term effects: Long-term effects on end-users’ acceptance and adoption of 

trustworthy ICT induced by the given recommendations should be monitored.  

5. ATTPS Generic Trust Architecture 

The initial Trust Architecture used as a starting point for this document originates from the 

TDL SRA [5], where the Architecture Framework was stressed as the essential part of the 

application. 

This architecture specifies core building blocks needed for large scale architectures that 

remain stable even when technologies, protocols and devices change. The underlying 

principles go beyond traditional Internet transactions into the physical world, and include 
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not only payment, but also access to buildings and vehicles, and support the exchange of 

contact information (business card scenario). This architecture has the potential to become 

the de-facto standard in IT infrastructures. 

The goal of the ATTPS project is to take into account this initial architecture and to go 

beyond  so  as  to  propose  a  generic  trust  architecture  which  can  encompass/fit  the  

three targeted architectures from the three innovation funnels. This will be achieved with a 

clear focus on Authentication, although not uniquely. 

The full description of the Generic Trust Architecture and all its details can be found in the 

“Deliverable D3.1.b: End report generic trust architectures” [2]. 

The ATTPS generic trust architecture has matured and reached a level at which it can be 

enacted upon by TDL Community and beyond. Enacted upon first at TDL level where it can 

be used by partners but also each and every project as reference architecture to comply 

with, to further extend and contribute to. This is especially true from first a research 

perspective to further advance and/or develop enabling technologies. This is also true from 

a development perspective to come up with components highly desired but so far reported 

as missing or with limited set of features.  

This calls for components to be interoperable, packaged, documented, interoperable and 

easy to use. This requires that once the implementations of these components are made 

available to TDL community, they should be advertised and accessible through ATTPS test 

bed and/or download corner under use terms and conditions that apply. 

This allows gaining of concrete feedback from usage, further improvement of these 

components and/or development of new components. Overall the work achieved opens 

perspectives for TDL to further team and cross-fertilize with other core platforms where 

Security, Privacy and Trust architectures are at stakes. This includes although not limited to 

it: FI-PPP & FI-WARE platform but also NIS platform. 
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This is clearly in favour of the sustainability of the work done here and that has delivered 

actionable results. 

6. TDL SPRINTs 

6.1 Legal proof e-signatures 

General overview  

A sprint submitted by Trustseed and Microsoft was a Use Case of “Legal proof E-signatures” 

applied in the context of TDL membership agreement. The goal was to demonstrate the 

link between e-authentication, e-Signature and e-Validation. Trustseed’s qualified 

electronic signature creation device was integrated in this context with Microsoft Azure 

end-user authentication and Certiway validation platform.  

The sprint promotes a new generation of online signature in SaaS (Software as a Service), 

combining strong authentication (multi-factor combined supportive document control), 

with document compliancy analysis before sealing and e-signature, the whole process 

being overseen and accredited by a Trusted Third Party. Legal archiving is a plugin function 

that naturally can extend the sprint implementation.  

The main aim of this use case is to set up the basis for a trustworthy modular framework 

that could securely, confidentially and in compliance with upcoming European regulatory 

framework, handle and connect heterogeneous digital document management accredited 

communities. 

Use case overview 

The use case chosen for this sprint [16] was in context of enabling new members to join 

TDL community by signing legally online the TDL membership agreement. According to the 

legacy process, the prospective member applies for membership and sends a written 

application to the TDL office. Upon approval of this application from the board of directors, 
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the member accepts the articles of association & rules and policies to become a member. 

The application form contains, contact details and billing information, Articles of 

Association (AoA), Rules & Policies, and place for signature confirming to the contents in 

the document.  

The weakness in this process is that there is no control if the signature is from an 

unauthorised representative and does not support bilateral signature.  

Furthermore, there is no version management of signed AoA & Rules and Policy connected 

to the signature. In addition to addressing the limitations in the current manual process, by 

signing online in compliance to the upcoming regulations, TDL will realise the benefits from 

the use of Electronic agreements:  

 Probative value 

 Proof of exchange 

 Attribute for invoicing 

 Attribute for access for Office 365 

 Proof of acceptance 

 Legal archiving capability 

Key driver of the Sprint 

With the emergence of new control technologies for digital identities, e-authentication, it is 

essential to establish trust frameworks and increasing interoperability of trust services. The 

new design principles should be easy and cost effective for deployment of architectures 

servicing complex identity infrastructures. In addition, the new solutions for digital 

signature should be easy to use, easy to deploy and legally guarantee various insurance 

levels. This implies the introduction of assurance levels in real time transactions, real-time 

settlement of each bi lateral relationship and provision of legal claims. There is a need for a 
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Validation platform, to guarantee end-to-end trust. This includes revocation list 

management, data domiciliation & data consolidation, accountability between all service 

providers, recovery, resilience (ISO 27006 and 27035), and interoperability. In addition, 

there are compliance requirements with the upcoming European Regulations such as 

e.IDAS Regulation, General Data Protection Regulation, NIS Directive project. 

Design principles 

The use case is developed for implementing new trust services and e-ID regulation (e.IDAS) 

for cross border digital signature, applicable for handling real time processing of mass 

transactions. The following design principles are taken into account while developing the 

use case:  

• From a basic to a high eID security level 

• Strong e-Authentication 

• Bilateral contracts 

• Qualified electronic signature creation 

• Validation of qualified electronic signatures (authentication, signature and delivery) 

• Legal evidence (Control of the document to sign) 

• Privacy protection 

 Assurance levels (is the only way to be compliant with the three upcoming 

European Regulations) 

Benefits 

The solution adapted “privacy by design” principles that protect the data of citizens and 

businesses. It allows the electronic exchange of documents only based on previously 

agreed accountability and traceability. In addition it allows the businesses to entrust 
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liability to the qualified trust service Providers. As a consequence there will be drastic 

reduction of costs for preventing fraud and protection against cybercrime. 

7. TDL / ATTPS Generic Trust Architecture Centre 

(GTAC) 

This section gives a short overview of the TDL / ATTPS Generic Trust Architecture Centre 

(GTAC). It focusses on answering the question why the GTAC is useful for everyone and 

why we recommend it to achieve a trust paradigm shift. Similar to section 5, we illustrate 

how the GTAC can be made actionable. 

To facilitate the test bed, a Generic Trust Architecture Centre capability is created on the 

web that will be linked on ATTPS and TDL websites, where TDL members can offer, use and 

validate trustworthy elements (e.g. technology components). TDL members have the 

possibility to “play around” with technology that is offered and can provide feedback to the 

element provider (i.e., the publisher). The requirements for element publishers to deploy 

trust elements for download are the provision of a stand-alone service element, first level 

support, and optional online questionnaires to be filled in by the users to gain insights. 

Each element is evaluated by a TDL committee for final deployment approval. 

This download capability is called the ATTPS-GTAC (Generic Trust Architecture Centre). 

Such a capability could also be made accessible to the European research and innovation 

community via the TDL platform, to use the available elements as well as to add new 

elements. This facilitates the uptake of research results by providing an easy means for 

experimentation and validation beyond the project scope in which they have been 

developed. 

The ATTPS-GTAC is used to orchestrate the TDL trust innovation funnel from three 

complementary perspectives: technology, legal and business, with: 
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 Technology parties being invited to deploy their applications or concepts in a 

regulated and trusted environment to receive (B2B) feedback on different aspects 

of functionality. The ATTPS-GTAC is an instrument to have a concrete and practical 

implementation and validation of the trust innovation funnel. 

 Developers identifying bottlenecks (technical, legal, business models) hampering 

adoption. It is better to identify these in this generic fashion in order to improve 

their usability in trustworthy ICT solutions. 

 Developers receiving more insights to support their investment decisions and 

receiving valuable feedback on user requirements. 

 Validation of the overall technology, concepts and generic architecture to provide 

input for standardisation bodies on a European level such as ITU-T SG 17 [17], 

ISO/IEC/JTC1/SC27 [18], ETSI [19][20], ENISA [21], 3GPP SA3 [22], etc. 

How can the ATTPS-GTAC be used? 

Software developers, providers can test and experiment modules, services and concepts on 

four different dimensions that interact with each other. 

Technology in the ATTPS-GTAC is available with software applications from TDL members. 

This is a result of WP2 Validation & Awareness. Applications can be accessed via download 

or via accessing SaaS or cloud services. In the ATTPS-GTAC one can find an overview of the 

applications that are available. Applications can be middleware solutions, such as 

repudiation application or end user applications, such as e-Signature with guaranteed legal 

rating. TDL, non-TDL members and individual users can sign-up for the ATTPS-GTAC and 

accept the terms and conditions from TDL and those of the particular application provider. 

In the ATTPS project, the ATTPS-GTAC is constructed as well as the process for provision of 

applications. The terms and conditions highlight the service levels and even applications 

that are in a concept stage or commercially not available can be found in the ATTPS-GTAC.  
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Usability and user experience can be measured by online feedbacks. An online 

questionnaire will be made available to collect feedback for analysis. The application 

owners will have access to the feedback data. Feedback can be provided on technical 

compatibility, usability and service concept. 

As a result of WP1 – Trust Innovation Funnel & Impact Assessment, a professional portfolio 

management environment is made available in order that projects, products and services 

with their business case can be added to the TDL portfolio. The TDL portfolio management 

provides a framework with EU related projects from early TRL1 to TRL9 (Technology 

Readiness Levels) and includes global trend analysis. This makes it possible for application 

developers to benchmark their individual projects with the overall application portfolio.  

The economic impact of trustworthy ICT is monitored with the portfolio management. The 

provider of an ATTPS-GTAC application is encouraged to add the business case and 

business model to the TDL portfolio management. By doing that and with a sufficient 

number of applications, TDL is able to measure the economic impact and execute scenario 

analysis. It provides insights to improve the business model or business case of new 

innovative ICT services. 

Compliance to new regulations such as e.IDAS, Data Protection and NIS directives are 

prerequisites for many internet application providers. In ATTPS, there are no dedicated 

instruments available to measure law compliance. Providers of applications in the ATTPS-

GTAC, however, can decide to ask for explicit feedback on legal aspects from the 

application users. 

Below (see Figure 1) the screen capture of the homepage of the GTAC is depicted. The 

GTAC version is available at https://attps-survey.nlehd.de/gtac/. 

Accessibility to the GTAC components 

https://attps-survey.nlehd.de/gtac/
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The GTAC website has, besides a public accessible part, also a specific membership part 

where more detailed information on each of the components is provided, e.g. terms and 

conditions for usage, additional technical requirements etc.  

Current TDL members can login using their “TDL offfice35” credentials, while non-TDL 

members can apply and register for membership. This request awaits approval by TDL.  

The GTAC has a single sign on policy and once logged in, users are able to download 

components. However, before downloading any component the user needs to accept the 

specific terms and conditions for using that component listed in a PDF document. The 

acceptance is implemented using Trustseed’s Penseal authentication and signature APIs. 

Via this e-signing process the component provider gets proof of users accepting their terms 

and conditions. 
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Figure 1 ATTPS Generic Trust Architecture Center (GTAC) 
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Sustainability of the GTAC 

The ATTPS-Generic Trust Architecture Centre (GTAC) will be embedded in the Trust in 

Digital Life Association (TDL) as the TDL-GTAC. TDL will be responsible for the continuation, 

maintenance and expansion and to reach a stable infrastructure with sufficient and 

attractive content (i.e., technology components). TDL actively initiates the execution of 

validation sprints. The outcome of these sprints can be added to the TDL-GTAC with the 

approval of the publishers of the software or service components. Under the governance 

principles developed in ATTPS, TDL members and in the future non-TDL members can get 

access to the TDL-GTAC and its content. 

All current security related EU projects have been approached to provide their components 

to the GTAC. It is expected that several projects will provide components to the GTAC. In 

addition, the GTAC website allows any organisation to provide their components to be 

made available. For this a specific web form is available. However, providers of 

components willing to offer their technology component via the GTAC to be evaluated and 

used by others have to fulfil the following requirements. The provided component should 

be: 

 Tested on functionality 

 Free of any malicious software (virus, malware, spyware, Trojan Horse) 

 Not contain any (hidden) backdoors 

See ATTPS Deliverable D3.4 [23], for more information on the available components. 

8. Conclusion 

This deliverable, entitled “Recommendations for stakeholders”, provides a summary of the 

lessons learnt across the lifetime of the ATTPS EU project and, with such lessons learnt, 

offers insightful suggestions related to trustworthy ICT for any ICT consumer and/or 

provider.  
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ICT technologies and solutions will not reach the expected acceptance and deployment 

unless they are perceived as fully trustworthy by their consumers. Consequently, ICT 

providers must seriously consider these implications when designing and developing such 

solutions. 

We encourage these stakeholders to make their solutions compliant with the ATTPS 

developed Generic Trust Architecture and, by doing so, using the Generic Trust 

Architecture Center (GTAC) as a broad repository to evaluate such solutions with regards to 

their trustworthiness properties. 

In this sense, the different interests and priorities of large industry, SMEs and end-users 

have been analysed in order to better understand their needs to achieve the so called trust 

paradigm shift. 

In particular, following the TDL recommendations for NIS, five specific crucial areas have 

been identified, namely: i) economics of trustworthy ICT, ii) assurance, iii) privacy, iv) 

compliance to new regulations and v) user experience and awareness. For each of these 

key topics, an extensive set of concrete recommendations has been provided. 

We believe that, by following the recommendations given in this deliverable (amongst 

others) and the tooling put in place through GTAC taken over by TDL, the trust paradigm 

shift can be boosted and become a reality. 
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